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ABSTRACT 
 
Reservoir description and characterization in the absence of sufficient range and quality datasets, more specifically in new 
oil/gas fields can be a very challenging. For the Lake Albert basin, it has been recognized that the permeability and its 
distribution in the reservoir model are the most critical parameters in its development. Several different permeability 
measurements - cores, log derived, dual packer, and DST were acquired during the exploration/appraisal phase of the Lake 
Albert development. However, there has been a big challenge in harmonizing the different scale of measurements and 
ensuring coherency for the ultimate goal of populating the reservoir models. 
Reconciling multi-scale data for spatial modelling of reservoir properties is generally important as different data types 
provide different information about the reservoir architecture and heterogeneity. It is also essential that reservoir models 
preserve small scale property variations observed in well logs and core measurements and capture the large-scale structure 
and continuity observed in global measurements such as seismic and tests data.  
This paper presents a systematic approach and workflow for integrating permeability measurements from different 
sources and scale (at multi-scale level). It focuses mainly on the integration of well test interpretation results with small scale 
(log and core) into 3D geostatistical models using the concept of power averaging coefficient. The approach involves 
generation of Phi-k transforms from core per facies, using these Phi-k transforms from to generate permeabilities log from 
porosity logs, diagnosis and establishing consistency between well test results K and k-log from tested intervals.  
When consistency in all intervals was achieved, a synthetic conceptual 3D model was constructed and each cell of the 3D 
synthetic model was populated with the consistent petrophysical properties (Phi, kH and KV/KH) from integration workflow. 
Up-scaling of permeability and porosity was done to generate upscaled Phi-K transform and statistical distribution for use in 
dynamic simulation.  
This approach uses co-kriging approach to generate several well-test constrained geostatistical realizations of small scale 
permeability values for every large scale permeability value available from the well test, consistent with the geology. The end 
product of this workflow is an up-scaled dataset (KH, Phie, Net Phie and NTG) consistent with the geology and appropriate 
for reservoir facies modelling.  
To demonstrate the validity and robustness of this workflow in multi-scale permeability data integration, a field model 
was tested with the permeability generated from this workflow and results showed great conformance with well test 
interpretations and the geology. The numerical simulations of well tests performed in one of the reservoir intervals using 
Eclipse 100
TM
 are also in very good agreement with the original DST interpretation results.  
The use of power averaging coefficient is therefore one of the powerful techniques for multi-scale permeability data 
integration. The permeability distribution developed in this workflow is valid and therefore acceptable for use in reservoir 
dynamic analysis, flow modeling and field performance predictions.  
Keywords: Multi-scale permeability data integration, power averaging factor ω, reservoir characterization 
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Abstract 
Reservoir description and characterization in the absence of sufficient range and quality of datasets, more specifically in new 
oil/gas fields can be very challenging. For the Lake Albert basin, it has been recognized that the permeability and its 
distribution in the reservoir model are the most critical parameters in its development. Several different permeability 
measurements - cores, log derived, dual packer, and DST were acquired during the exploration/appraisal phase of the Lake 
Albert development. However, there has been a big challenge in harmonizing the different scale of measurements and 
ensuring coherency for the ultimate goal of populating the reservoir models. 
Reconciling multi-scale data for spatial modelling of reservoir properties is generally important as different data types 
provide different information about the reservoir architecture and heterogeneity. It is also essential that reservoir models 
preserve small scale property variations observed in well logs and core measurements and capture the large-scale structure 
and continuity observed in global measurements such as seismic and tests data.  
This paper presents a systematic approach and workflow for integrating permeability measurements from different 
sources and scale (at multi-scale level). It focuses mainly on the integration of well test interpretation results with small scale 
(log and core) into 3D geostatistical models using the concept of power averaging coefficient. The approach involves 
generation of Phi-k transforms from core per facies, using these Phi-k transforms from core to generate permeability logs 
from porosity logs, diagnosis and establishing consistency between well test results K and k-log from tested intervals.  
When consistency in all intervals was achieved, a synthetic conceptual 3D model was constructed and each cell of the 3D 
synthetic model was populated with the consistent petrophysical properties (Phi, kH and kV/kH) from integration workflow. 
Up-scaling of permeability and porosity was done to generate upscaled Phi-K transform and statistical distribution for use in 
dynamic simulation.  
This approach uses co-kriging approach to generate several well-test constrained geostatistical realizations of small scale 
permeability values for every large scale permeability value available from the well test, consistent with the geology. The end 
product of this workflow is an up-scaled dataset (KH, Phie, Net Phie and NTG) consistent with the geology and appropriate 
for reservoir facies modelling.  
To demonstrate the validity and robustness of this workflow in multi-scale permeability data integration, a field model 
was tested with the permeability generated from this workflow and results showed great conformance with well test 
interpretations and the geology. The numerical simulations of well tests performed in one of the reservoir intervals using 
Eclipse 100
TM
 are also in good agreement with the original DST interpretation results.  
The use of power averaging coefficient is therefore one of the successful techniques for multi-scale permeability data 
integration. The permeability distribution developed in this workflow has been validated and therefore is acceptable for use in 
reservoir dynamic analysis and field performance predictions.  
Introduction 
The Lake Albert basin Uganda is located on the western arm of the East African rift system and comprises of; EA1A, EA1, 
EA2N, EA2S and EA3 as the major exploration areas. The exploration area EA1, in the northern part of the Lake Albert is 
the main focus of this study. It is generally shallow (less than 500m TVDSS deep) and highly unconsolidated formations with 
high permeabilities overall. The oil in this area is heavy with low wax content and associated pour point temperatures 
attributed to biodegradation (bacterial activities).  
Over 20 fields have been discovered in the Lake Albert basin, with more than 60 wells drilled to date. The major 
reservoirs in this area were identified to be: (1) H30 which is reservoir made of shallow lacustrine delta, and is a continuous 
layered reservoir with lignite and root traces; it is the reservoir with gas cap; (2) H27 which is a channel and splay; it pinches 
Imperial College 
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out eastward; (3) H25 formed from amalgamated channels; it is also a continuous cross bedded sand sheet; (4) H17 formed 
from channel sands; (5) H15 and lower are channels passing to lacustrine and conglomerate towards the basin border.  
Uncertainties exist on the well productivity, reservoir connectivity, reservoir geometry and consequently on the number of 
wells and well pads. Permeability and its distribution in the reservoir model have therefore been recognized to be the most 
important parameters in the Lake Albert basin development. Several different permeability measurements - cores, log 
derived, dual packer, DST have been acquired during the exploration and appraisal phase. However, there is still a big 
challenge in harmonizing the different scales and ensuring coherency for the ultimate goal of populating the reservoir models.  
Several authors have proposed different methods to integrate permeability datasets from different scales in to reservoir 
models; Amaefule et al. (1993) used a technique based on modified Kozeny-Carmen equation and the concept of mean 
hydraulic radius, proposed by Hearn et al. (1984). This same approach was applied by Nooruddin et al (2011) to characterize 
hydraulic flow units. The approach is based on the fact that for any hydraulic unit, a log-log plot of a "Reservoir Quality 
Index" (RQI) = C√   , versus a "Normalized Porosity Index" ( z) =         yields a straight line with a slope of unity. 
The unit slope intercepts ( z) =1 at a point designated as the "Flow Zone Indicator" (FZI), which is a ‘unique’ parameter for 
every reservoir hydraulic flow unit. Flow Zone Indicator (FZI) is then used to obtain regression equations to predict 
permeability in cored and uncored intervals of wells. This technique is praised for modelling the permeability separately for 
different flow units but has a pitfall of relying on the log porosity which may not be accurate enough; besides, no 
modification was suggested by the authors to calibrate the permeability log to the large scale results.  
Epping et al. (1999) proposed a methodology to predict permeability from NMR log reading. This technique estimates 
permeability of formation based on Coates/Timur (C-T) equation:
24
.
10













BVI
FFI
k
 where:  
The method provides an approach to determine both porosity and permeability; it is robust and less dependent on core 
calibration compared to other porosity tools. However, the application of Coates equation to generate permeability from 
NMR T2 requires that a good correlation exist between pore sizes and pore connectivity which may not always be the case 
and may no longer be relied on.  
A non-parametric regression technique described by Breiman and Friedman (1985) has also been utilized. Theologou 
(1999) developed an algorithm to predict permeability using well logs within each electrofacies. Abangwu et al. (2010) 
evaluated the spectroscopy data and computed K-Lambda permeability based on mineralogy. The derived K-Lambda using 
Herron et al (1987)’s methodology for Siliciclastics:
 
 

 iif MBAk exp
1
2
3

  where:  
Lukmanov (2012)  combined gamma ray normalization as described by Kasap et al (2010) and Al-Belushi (2010)  and the 
minimization technique to predict the permeability of a field from gamma ray using ST
GR
k
*01732.0*08087.094846.1
10
  
where; k = permeability; Φ  = total porosity, %; and GRST = normalized gamma ray, API.  
This methodology provides enhanced permeability prediction using normalized gamma ray (GR) log as third parameter, 
facies identification using normalized gamma ray cut-off and facies based saturation-height models but during logging, 
gamma rays traverse the formation in a random pattern and not in continuous flow. The gamma ray measurement is therefore 
affected by statistical variations and in case of high logging speed the results may be completely affected. In addition, the 
gamma ray reading is also dependant on the type of cement used and may affect the result if care is not taken.  
Furthermore, uranium (in GR) is water-soluble and in case the fluids within the formation pores are radioactive, a high 
gamma ray reading will be observed and this renders the gamma ray a poor indicator of clay. Similarly, glauconite is 
generally clay but in many areas, it becomes a supporting solid with behaviors similar to that of a clean matrix (supporting 
grain). In such formations the gamma ray is again rendered a poor permeability predictor. 
The other integration techniques which have commonly been utilized in the industry include statisctcal approaches 
described by Datta-Gupta et al. (1997) and Ceyhan (1998) and permeability predictors documented Ghedan et al (2003) 
which include; among others: 
Cloud Transforms (CLTD): This method stochastically estimate one parameter (permeability) from another, i.e. porosity. 
 Reproduces the permeability frequency distribution within each reservoir layer and facie. 
 Maintains the dynamic range (no smoothing). 
 Applicable to hydrocarbon and water filled porosity. 
Limitations 
 Permeability depth trends are not maintained. 
  Log porosity smoothes the porosity profile displaying much less heterogeneity than is present in core. 
 CLTD from layers and facies with sparse core data sets are not statistically representative of the reservoir. 
 Presents a more heterogeneous picture of the reservoir than is actually present. 
Case Base Reasoning (CBR): Well log-derived attributes from uncored wells are statistically compared to those of a library 
of uncored wells within a single geologic layer and facie. 
Advantages 
 Maintains the permeability heterogeneity of the formation. Averaging of the data is not performed. 
 Permeability depth profiles are maintained. 
FFI = Free fluid index  
BVI = Bulk volume indicator 
Mi = aboundance of material i  
Bi = constant for ith material 
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Limitation 
 Boundaries between facies within the database are not gradational. 
The most widely used method for permeability estimation is the Phi-k cross-plots demonstrated by Roadifer and 
Scheihing (2011). In most cases the same transforms are used to populate a dynamic reservoir model in which the input 
porosity values are obtained by interpolation. The core Phi-k transforms generally underestimates permeability by at least a 
factor of 2, Delfiner (2007). The origin of the bias lies in the reverse transformation from logarithmic to arithmetic scale. To 
avoid this pitfall, Delfiner (2007) proposed a new permeability estimator, based on the quantile curves of the Phi-k cross-plot. 
The simplest diagnostic tools to check the agreement between log and core porosity is a cross-plot of one against the other.  
However, none of the methods cited above answer the question of consistency between the small scale (log) and large scale 
(well test analysis) permeability datasets and ensure coherency with the geology.  
The objective of this work is therefore to synthesize all the available permeability datasets using the concept of power 
averaging coefficient ω to reduce the uncertainties inherent in the existing flow models by harmonizing and integrating the 
different datasets such as: cores, logs and well test analysis results. The final deliverable includes the populated dynamic 
model and dynamic simulations results that was done to evaluate the various permeability datasets.  
This work utilizes Phi-k transforms to estimate permeability logs and integrate with well test results using a methodology 
suggested by Massonnat and Wigniolle (2013), a technique originally presented by Noetinger et al. (1996) and Reynolds et al 
(1996). The approach uses co-kriging to generate several well-test constrained geostatistical realizations of small scale 
permeability values for every large scale permeability value available from the well test, consistent with the geology. 
The end product of this workflow is an up-scaled dataset (KH, Phie, Net Phie and NTG) consistent with the geology and 
appropriate for reservoir facies modelling. The final deliverable includes the populating dynamic model and running dynamic 
simulations to validate the permeability model. 
Methodology 
This paper concentrates on the major workflows for multi-scale permeability data integration: 
1) Generation of poro-perm transforms from core, based on facies  
2) Use of the core poro-perm transforms to generate log permeability, based on the log porosity  
3) Establishing the consistency between these permeability logs and well test results using power averaging 
coefficients within the tested interval  
4) Constructing a synthetic conceptual 3D model  
5) Populating each cell of the 3D synthetic model with the consistent petrophysical properties (Phi, kH and kV/kH)  
6) Up-scaling the permeability and porosity to generate upscaled Phi-K transform and statistical distribution for use in 
dynamic simulation.  
 
Figure 1: General Multi-scales Permeability Data integration workflow 
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The method involves the optimization and the use of power averaging factor ω. The results of this workflow are up-scaled 
datasets (KH, Phie, Net Phie and NTG) coherent with the geology, and consistent with well test analysis results, appropriate 
for reservoir dynamic modelling. The key steps within the workflow are summerized in fig. 1 above. 
Data Analysis Workflow 
This workflow involves upscaling of permeability datasets from cores to well logs. It requires that appraisal and 
validation of the available datasets (core and permeability) be done for the different scales of datasets (core, log, DST etc) for 
different facies, reservoir intervals and exploration areas, shown in fig.2 below. From the analysis done, it was found out that 
no single exploration area can be analyzed in isolation with the available data due to insufficient samples for some facies 
groups. It was therefore, necessary to combine the datasets for all exploration areas and analyse on a global basis, facies by 
facies. 
 
Figure 2: Data appraisal and Validation 
After the validation of available datasets, the core porosity and permeability were cross-plotted and regression lines 
drown per facies. Starting from the log porosity values, the poro-perm transforms were used to predict the permeability logs 
from the cored as well as the uncored wells for the different facies. 
Generation of Permeability Logs 
In order to avoid underestimation of actual permeability of a field, an unbiased estimation was employed to predict the 
permeability through an in-house tool. It was noted that the permeabilities from different facies were quite distinct and 
required different Phi-k transforms for best results.  
The correlations were therefore obtained per facies and as a result, the regression model gives a relationship between k 
and Phi as: 
Phibeak .. , where a and b are regression constants different for every facies family as shown in Fig. 3 below 
This technique utilizes the coefficient of determination of the equation, and the resulting permeability prediction is 
usually in the correct range and does not under/over-estimate actual permeability.  
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Figure 3: Phi-k transforms for different facies classes 
Consistency Check 
The Phi-k transforms above were applied with the porosity log to generate the permeability logs per facies class. The 
permeability logs obtained by these transforms were then compared with those from well test results to check the consistency 
of the different scales of measurement within the tested intervals and at the same time, a comparison was made between 
permeability thicknesses K.h test and k.h log. It was generally a common occurrence that, the permeability from well test 
results was higher than those of the log and core in almost all wells. 
 
 
Figure 4: Consistency between log K and well test analysis K 
Well B2, H15 Well C1, H27 
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For permeability thicknesses, the outcome showed that, K.h well tests were also generally higher than k.h log. These 
inconsistencies could imply that the permeability from log was underestimated or it may point to the fact that, the well test 
analysis results are too optimistic. These disagreements necessitated a technique to harmonize the different scales (DST, log 
and core). Well test results were assumed to give the apparent permeability of the formation, close enough to the true insitu 
permeability of the formation and were used to calibrate log permeability datasets. 
The above section of the logs compared with the well test results shows the underestimation of the permeability from log. 
The Phie-k crossplots (shown below the logs in fig.4) confirm the disagreements in the two scales of measurement. This 
challenge was addressed in the data integration workflow.  
Data Integration Workflow 
This workflow aims: 
 To test the consistency between small scale (log) and large scale (well test analysis) permeability values 
 To cross validate these datasets, 
 To give a diagnosis about the spatial organization of the permeability field at well level and in the reservoir, 
 
Figure 5: Diagnosis and data integration workflow 
General concepts 
The core of this workflow is based on eqn.1 below and involves the determination of a power averaging coefficient ω 
between log permeability k and permeability K from well test analysis of the contributing zone. When this coefficient ω is 
obtained, a consistency check (diagnosis) is done to verify that this parameter ω lies within the geological consistency range 
(0.5≤ω≤1), if not; the small scale datasets may be adjusted to achieve the consistency using: knew = a* klog. When a scenario is 
consistent with physical and geological concepts, it allows making a diagnosis on the organization of the permeability field of 
the volume explored by the well test.  
A geologically valid power averaging coefficient ωH of horizontal permeability synthesize information provided by both 
the log values at well and the large scale value assessed by the well test analysis. The small scale data belonging to the 
contributing zones of the well test scenario is then used to compute statistics on the small scale petrophysics.  
Considering the fact that spatial arrangement of heterogeneity is a property of the permeability field, synthetic sets of 
petrophysical parameters is then generated for different possible values of kH.h (mD.m). 
  
Log k Well test K 
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The Concept of “Power Averaging Coefficients, ω” 
The workflow demonstrated in this piece of work utilizes the concept of power averaging coefficient. It is therefore 
necessary to provide a brief background to the methodology. Generally, the power averaging coefficient may be looked at in 
two ways: ωH for horizontal permeability ranges between 0 and 1 and ωV for vertical permeability rangesfrom 0 to -1 
The power averaging coefficient (ωH) for horizontal permeability is given by the formula: 
 
N
k
K
Ni
i
Hi
H
H
H


 1


………………………………………………………………………………………………Eqn 1 
Where 
)(tan
)(tan
1
1






H  and  
H
V
V
H
k
k
L
L
                                  Noetinger et al (1996) 
ωH = coefficient of power averaging of small scale permeability values. It changes with grid block dimensions.  
α = global anisotropy ratio  
LH = horizontal correlation of heterogeneity, got from outcrops 
LV = vertical correlation of heterogeneity, obtained by variography 
kV/kH = petrophysical anisotropy, from core or well test analysis 
i= index of cells that make the volume under consideration 
N=number of data points from log 
Using the above formula, a graph of ω vs. K can be plotted; for each value of ω (x-axis) ranging from -1 to 1, a single 
value of log permeability k (mD) is computed (y-axis) for a given ω values obtained from well test analysis K. When all 
points are evaluated, the power averaging law is available and it’s therefore now possible to obtain any ωH (for horizontal 
permeability) value for any given value of KH from well test analysis results.  
The value obtained is compared with a theoretical value and if the small scale data and the well test are consistent 
(computed ωH close to estimated ωH), the two scales of permeability are consistent and one can consider that small scale 
permeability data set is validated and can be used for up-scaling and subsequently dynamic simulation. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Permeability vs. power averaging coefficient 
For horizontal permeability, this coefficient is geologically valid for: 0.5≤ ωH≤1 and physically valid for: 0.33≤ ωH≤1 
If ωH>1, it implies that, (KH.h) test > ( Hk .h) log, which means: 
 Overestimation of test KH.h from interpretation or 
 Underestimation of contributing zone, h or 
 Underestimation of small scale kH by porosity measurement or poro-perm transform or 
 Possible existence of dual porosity (fractures, vugs) or well data not representative  
ω = -1 
Harmonic average 
Series flow 
ω = 0 
Geometric average 
Isotropic flow 
ω = 1 
Arithmetic average 
Parallel flow 
0.50 
Physically valid 
Geologically valid 
10 
5 
0 
K (mD) 
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If data at both scales are not consistent, the matching process must be performed by applying certain constant on small 
scale datasets or well test analysis may be reviewed to achieve the consistency. 
Comparison of well test results with small scale (log and core) predictions 
Generally, in all wells, various attempts to generate consistent small scale permeability logs were unsuccessful, both by 
unbiased estimation as well as by simulations. Based upon the correlations with the effective porosity, most wells showed 
great underestimation of the permeability by both the core and log, inconsistent with well test analysis permeability (in fig.7 
below). 
 
 
Figure 7: Comparison of Well test analysis permeability K with core permeability k 
A crossplot of permeability thicknesses from log (kH.h log) and well test results (KH.h test) was made and the result is 
shown by graph in fig.8 below. In theory, all points should lie along the green line of unit slope for perfect consistency 
between the two scales of measurements. Points falling above the green line (outside the green oval) shows the 
underestimation of permeability thickness (KH.h) from well test analysis while points below the green line indicates the 
underestimation of permeability thickness (kH.h) from log, i.e. kH.h from log is less than that of the well test.  
 
Figure 8: Cross-plots for Log and test Permeability thicknesses for different wells 
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Helium porosity at 400psi confining pressure 
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Data Cleaning 
It was necessary as a first step before the integration workflow to apply some filtering to clean the datasets of outliers. 
Outliers can cause misinterpretation of the data and eventually causing statistical misrepresentation of the datasets and likely 
failure of the model. The cleaning was done on permeability logs from all wells, an example is shown in fig.9 below.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Omega (ω) Estimation and Data Consistency 
It was recognized that the consistency between the small scale (log) and large scale (well test) permeabilities was not 
direct; it therefore necessitated application of some geologically consistent factors to adjust the log datasets to match the well 
test interpretation with an assumption that the well test results provides the best permeability information.  
As a remedy to the disagreements between the small scale and large scale permeabilities, a power averaging factor ωH of 
the small scale permeability values (kH -log) was estimated for every tested interval, using eqn.1, given the LH, LV and kv/kH 
and applying an arbitrary correction factor, a to the permeability logs, given by; kHnew = a* kHlog , where kHnew is the 
permeability log that is consistent with the KH test and kH log is the original permeability log from transforms, inconsistent 
with the test.  
This modification allows the matching of log permeability with the large scale permeability interpreted from the well test, 
coherent with the geology (ωH between; 0.5 to 1) and can be considered as an upscaling process from well logs to well test 
analysis scale. Fig.10 below shows estimation of consistent small scale k for a given ω.  
 
Figure 10: Determination of Omega for small scale permeability, well D1, H27U 
The results of this workflow are summarized in table 1 below.  
  
 
Before cleaning 
 
 
Non- representative 
outliers distorting 
the Perm 
distribution 
 
After cleaning 
Figure 9: Data cleaning and its implication 
KH (mD) 
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Table 1: Results for integration workflow 
Wells Reservoir 
K.h Test (mD.m) 
x10
3
 
k.h Log (mD.m) 
x10
3
 
K.h_Test/ 
k.h_Log 
Initial ω 
Estimated 
ω 
Multiplayer 
(a) 
matching 
ω 
Well A1 H27 150 22 6.86 >>1 0.51 4.7 0.53 
Well A2 H30 15 9.5 1.58 >>1 0.77 5.6 0.77 
Well A3 
H27U 22 21 1.02 1.76 0.73 1.9 0.75 
H25 40 50 0.81 0.31 0.69 7 0.8 
Well B1 
H30 24 6 4.09 >>1 0.51 4.7 0.53 
H27U 262 58 4.56 >>1 0.77 5.5 0.79 
Well B2 
H27 520 20 26.11 >>1 0.71 28.8 0.72 
H25 203 323 6.28 >>1 0.7 18 0.74 
H15U 490 70 7.02 >>1 0.83 7.25 0.83 
Well B3 H27 198 44 4.47 >>1 0.81 4.4 0.8 
Well C1 
H30 4.6 1.4 3.32 >>1 0.73 2.1 0.72 
H27 16 9.9 1.6 0.75 0.75 1 0.75 
H25 43 31 1.39 1.82 0.81 1.35 0.84 
Well D1 
H30 3.3 34 0.1 <<1 0.85 0.09 0.8 
H25 21 27 0.78 0.48 0.82 0.85 0.81 
Conclusions on Multi-scale Permeability Integration 
Generally, the match between the log permeabilities and well test permeabilities were quite easy to obtain with just slight 
corrections to apply on the initial logs except for well B2, H27 where the correction factor was rather large and in well C1, 
H27 to which no correction was necessary. 
Comparison between the well test permeability and core permeability was not possible in most wells because, the tested 
intervals do not coincide with the cored intervals in most wells making it unlogical to do a direct comparison. The 
comparison was therefore only done between test permeability and log derived permeability. In such a case, the test 
permeability was used to calibrate the logs. 
Up-scaling Workflow 
This workflow aims to: (1) deliver up-scaled distributions and up-scaled Phie-K transforms per facies for single-phase flow 
petrophysical parameters such as; KH, Phie, Net Phie, NTG and KV/KH for population of a facies-based geomodel and (2) 
evaluate sensitivity of results to model grid block dimensions.  
 
Figure 11: Scale-up workflow 
This workflow takes in the output of the integration workflow (validated small scale permeability datasets) as input and 
upscale to the grid cells of the synthetic model. The major components of this workflow are shown in fig.11 above. 
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Scaling-up from well logs to reservoir model 
Starting from petrophysical values kH log and Phie log and statistics at small scale (vertical and horizontal correlations, 
the rank correlation coefficients, the mean, minimum, maximum and variance, and the range); up-scaled features are 
computed at grid block scale for the facies extrapolated in the geomodel.  
Synthetic models with fine grids are constructed for each main facies and are built using several grid blocks of the same 
dimensions (10mx10mx0.25m). Each grid block is subdivided by hundreds of finer cells as shown in fig. 12 below. 
The synthetic models are populated at fine cell scale using stochastic simulations. The grids are filled with petrophysics of 
main facies. The main facies groups were modelled using sequential indicator simulations whereas; the petrophysical 
properties were modelled by sequential Gaussian simulation functionality available in the in-house software tool. 
 According to cut-off hypotheses of 12% (on porosity) used for this modelling. Using the correlation coefficients from 
small scale cross-plots, permeability was then co-simulated on the porosity per facies. The up-scaled univariates and 
bivariates statistics were computed using the technique of adapted averaging coefficients for the different parameters of the 
geomodel. 
Coarse grid blocks were generated 100mx100mx2m (same as the geomodel grid blocks built in Petrel) and corresponding 
properties averaged stochastically within the coarse grid blocks.  As the output, this workflow provides up-scaled statistical 
distributions of KH, Phie, Net Phie, NTG and KV/KH and up-scaled permeability correlations with the effective porosity which 
can then be exported for dynamic simulation in Petrel.  
 
Figure 12: Fine and coarse grid conceptual synthetic model for Fluvial channel facies 
Results 
The results of this workflow are presented in two forms; the up-scaled distributions and the up-scaled permeability 
correlations with the effective porosity for population of field model and consequently flow analysis.  
Result 1: Up-scaled statistical distributions 
The statistical distributions were generated for essential properties such as; up-scaled KH, Phie, net Phie and NTG for all 
facies families and used to populate a dynamic model. Fig.13 shows a statistical distribution of up-scaled porosity for a 
fluvial channel for exportation into a Petrel dynamic model. 
 
Figure 13: Statistical distribution of porosity for population of selected model 
100x100x2m 10x10x0.25m 
Fine grid block: Fluvial channel Coarse grid block: Fluvial channel 
 Mean=3,700mD
 Min = 12mD
 Max = 10,000mD
 σ = 3,600
 Mean=3,200mD
 Min = 570mD
 Max = 5,200mD
 σ = 610
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Result 2: Up-scaled Phie- KH Correlations 
For comparison purposes, the upscaled poro-perm transforms were generated for all the facies groups and used to 
populate a dynamic model alongside the statistical distributions. The up-scaled Phie-K transforms listed in fig.14 below were 
developed for different facies families and used to populate a model facies by facies and the result was consistent with those 
of the statistical distributions.  
 
Figure 14: Upscaled Phie-K transforms for fluvial channel for used in a dynamic model 
These up-scaled transforms showed similar results with the statistical distribution with negligible difference. The average 
permeabilities of 415mD and 408mD were observed for the up-scaled statistical distribution and up-scaled Phie-K transform 
respectively from the dynamic model.  
Analysis of results 
Before populating the selected model (field D model), after the upscaling work flow, a comparison was made among the 
original permeability logs, the up-scaled small scale permeability logs the well test analysis results as a quality check to 
confirm the consistency between the small scale datasets (from up-scaled log) and the large scale datasets (from DST).  
As can be observed in fig.15 below, good matches have been achieved between the well test analysis results and the up-
scaled small scale (log) distribution obtained in all fields in the exploration area 1 (EA1). These good matches further 
strengthen our confidence in the integrated datasets prior to its use in the model.   
 
Figure 15: Validation of up-scaled PhiE-K transforms 
92.0,677.1 2*84.28  ReK PhiE  
100x100x2m 
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However, the consistency in field D (observed in well D1, H25) was not clear as shown in fig.15 above, there is therefore 
need to verify the consistency in this field using well D1, reservoir interval H25. The up-scaled Phie-K transforms and the up-
scaled statistical distributions were used to populate an existing (EA1) model per facies (shown in fig.16 below).  
 
Figure 16: EA1 field model showing permeability distribution in the entire field 
Detailed analysis of field D was done by cutting a sector model containing well D1 (shown in fig.17 below). Reservoir 
interval H25 of well D1 was isolated and the averaged permeability obtained and compared with the original DST analysis 
results done on the same reservoir interval. The average permeability of the field D sector model, H25 was found to be about 
1070mD for the model populated using the up-scaled statistical distribution (shown in fig.17 below) and permeability of 
about 1020mD for the model populated using the up-scaled PhiE-K transforms.  
Well test analysis of well D1, H25 carried out using two build-ups showed permeabilities of 1304mD for build-up#1 and 
1308mD for build-up#2. The analysis showed a very close agreement between the permeability obtained from this model 
(1070mD) and the original well test analysis results (1300mD) for the same field (well D1), reservoir interval H25. 
 
Figure 17: Validation permeability distribution in well D1 field model, H25 
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The close consistency between the modelled permeability and the original DST interpretation results implies that the 
permeability integration and the up-scaled Phie-K transforms and statistical distributions are both acceptable for flow 
modelling and field performance prediction. 
Furthermore, a numerical simulation of well tests was performed in well D1, H25 using Eclipse 100
TM
 and compared with 
the original DST analysis results. In theory, these two analyses should have close mobility (K.h/µ) and therefore should 
match at least at middle time of radial flow pressure derivative stabilization. The rates and pressure histories should match if 
the permeability model is to be regarded as valid. As shown in fig.19 below, there is a reasonable radial flow pressure 
derivative stabilization match between the Eclipse model and the original DST results. The rates and pressure histories also 
show acceptable match. 
This results coupled with the above results confirms that the permeability model developed in this work is acceptable and 
is valid for flow modelling and consequently field performance performance. The use of power averaging coefficient is 
therefore a powerful technique for integration of multi-scale permeability datasets. 
 
Figure 19: Pressure, rates history and radial flow stabilization matches to validate the model 
Discussion  
The major objective of this project was: 
 “To integrate at a multi-scale level, the permeability datasets from different scales of measurement to harmonize the different 
datasets and generate a geo-statistically conformable dataset, consistent with the geology to populate a reservoir model and 
then running a simulation to evaluate the different permeability functions and their distribution in the reservoir model”.  
A thorough analysis was done on the available datasets. The permeability in EA1 was found to be extremely high and 
seems to differ from those of EA2-N which is just next to EA1. Plugs from EA2-N showed lower Permeability and porosity 
values than EA2-S. EA3 has the lowest permeability and porosity as a result of its burial depth and cementation effects 
observed there. The total porosity in reservoir intervals H27 and H25 is slightly higher than in H30 and H15 and the same 
trend was observed in the permeability values of the same reservoirs. In H30, the permeability and porosity from EA1 and 
EA2S are related and in the same area, H30, H27 and H15 could be considered similar whereas H25 show significantly high 
porosity and permeability compared to the other layers. 
Consequently, good consistencies were achieved between the small scale and large scale permeability datasets using the 
technique of “power averaging coefficient” with well test results used to calibrate the log and core permeabilities. This 
approach involved a search for a power averaging coefficient ω between 0.5 and 1 by applying a certain geologically 
 
  
 
 
Build Up#1 
Figure 18: Well test analysis results for H25, well D1 
Pressure history match 
Rate history match 
Eclipse Results 
DST Results 
 
K=1300mD 
K=1300mD 
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consistent constant to the log permeabilities for every tested interval to attain the consistency and statistically averaging the 
permeability at every point to get a permeability log consistent with the well test results and also coherent with the geology.  
A synthetic conceptual 3D model was built and populated with the consistent log permeabilities and porosity logs at fine 
cell scale level using stochastic simulations approach. Starting from petrophysical values and statistics at small scale, up-
scaled features are computed at grid block scale for the facies extrapolated in the geomodel with grid block cells size of 
100x100x2m.The results were the up-scaled distributions and bivariate statistics (Phie-K transforms) for population of a 
selected field model (field D).  
When these up-scaled transforms were compared with the well test results, (fig.16) the results showed reasonable 
agreement. Once these up-scaled distributions and Phie-K transforms were used in the field D model (fig.15), the result 
showed good consistency with the geology. With these up-scaled permeability dataset, the average permeability of field D 
model in the reservoir interval H25 was found to be 1070mD similar to that obtained from well test analysis results,1300mD 
for the same field and reservoir unit (fig.17 & 18).  
A dynamic simulation that was done for the field using the same permeability dataset to reproduce the pressure response 
of the field was compared with the original well test analysis results. A reasonable radial flow stabilization match between 
the eclipse model and the original DST analysis was obtained as shown in fig.19 above.  
The results obtained by this work flow confirm that the work was successful and the permeability model developed is 
suitable for use in field development. The objectives of this project have therefore been satisfactorily achieved and the 
approach can work equally well in any other field. 
It is important at this point to note that, the success of this workflow depends more on: (1) the number of core samples 
taken per field/well/reservoir/facies group and quality of the core measurements/analysis (2) the quality of and confidence in 
well test analysis, in case it’s to be used to calibrate the small scale datasets (3) knowledge of the geology of the area/field. 
Conclusion and Recommendation 
The workflow presented here demonstrates the integration of multi-scales permeability datasets by use of power averaging 
coefficient. It harmonizes well test interpretation results and small scales permeabilities (log and core) into a 3D geostatistical 
model. This technique uses a co-kriging approach to generate several well-test constrained geostatistical realizations of small 
scale (log) permeability values for every large scale permeability value available from the well test, consistent with the 
geology of the field.  
Several different scales of permeability and distribution within the Lake Albert basin have been examined. The 
permeability distribution from the different exploration areas was seen to differ significantly due to sampling bias in some 
wells and burial depth in other wells.  
Low sampling was observed in some facies groups (Lake Margin, cemented sands) but from the analysis done and the 
results obtained, the low sampling does not bias the results when the analysis is done on a global scale. 
A field model tested with the permeability generated from this workflow showed good results with reasonable 
conformance with well test interpretation results and the geology. The numerical simulations of well tests performed in well 
D1, H25 using Eclipse 100
TM
 are also in good agreement with the original DST interpretation results.  
The use of power averaging coefficient is therefore one of the powerful techniques for multi-scale permeability data 
integration. The permeability distribution developed in this workflow is valid and therefore acceptable for use in reservoir 
dynamic analysis, flow modeling and field performance predictions. This demonstrates the validity and robustness of this 
workflow in multi-scales permeability data integration, suitable for application in characterization of reservoirs in any kinds 
of field. 
Further work 
Due to the significant difference in the properties (perm, porosity and viscosity) in the different areas, it will be particularly 
important to analyze each exploration areas in isolation when datasets per facies and exploration areas become sufficiently 
available. This is possible since the fields are still under appraisal/exploration phase and data acquisition is ongoing. 
The work presented here utilizes only the conventional log porosity calibrated to well test analysis results to predict the 
permeability of the fields, but in some cases these conventional logs may not give realistic porosity estimation, thus leading 
to erotic permeability prediction. It could therefore be important to extend this technique by combinng NMR logs with 
conventional logs to confirm consistency and improve permeability prediction. 
Nomenclature: 
  ω= power averaging coefficient 
ωH= power averaging coefficient for horizontal permeability 
LH = horizontal correlation of hterogeniety (m) 
LV = vertical correlation of hterogeniety (m) 
α=global anisotropy ratio 
K.h =large scale permeability thickness (mD.m) 
k.h =small scale permeability thickness (mD.m) 
h= reservoir thickness (m) 
EA=exploration area 
K=large scale or up-scaled permeability (mD) 
k=small scale permeability (mD) 
Phie= effective Porosity (%) 
kV/kH = petrophysical anisotropy (core) 
NTG =net to gross 
TVDSS = True Vertical Depth, Sub-sea 
DST = Drill Stem Test 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1A: Milestones 
Milestones in “Reservoir Characterization - Multiscale Permeability Data Integration” 
Table of Content 
 
SPE 
Access no. 
Year Title Authors Contribution 
J.pet.  
36:1335-1344 
1984 Geological Factors  Influencing  
Reservoir Perfonnance of the  
Hartzog Draw  Field Wyoming 
C.L.  Hearn,   
W.J.  Ebanks Jr.,  
R.S.  Tye, V. Ranganathan. 
First to develop the concept of flow units to 
identify different rock types with similar 
porosity and permeability. 
SPE 26436 
 
1993 Enhanced Reservoir Description: 
Using Core and Log Data to 
Identify Hydraulic (Flow) Units and 
Predict Permeability in Uncored 
Intervals/Wells 
 
Jude O. Amaefule,  
Mehmet Altunbay, Djebbar 
Tiab, 
David G. Kersey, 
Dare K. Keelan 
Developed a new, practical and 
theoretically-based technique to identify 
and characterize units with similar pore 
throat geometrical attributes (hydraulic 
units).  
SPE  28404 1994  
Interpretation of Wireline 
Formation Tester Packer and Probe 
Pressures 
F.J. Kuchuk, 
T.S.Ramakrishnan,  
and  
Yogesh Dave,  
 
1. Developed a new model for the 
behaviour of the packer module and 
the observation probe that includes 
the tool physics. 
2. Presented a new interpretation 
method to be used when simultaneous 
packer and probe pressure 
measurements are available. 
3. Developed a new optimization 
scheme for estimation of the 
formation parameters as well as the 
refinement or estimation of flow rate 
measurements. 
SPE 36653 1996 Permeability Averaging for Well 
Tests in 3D Stochastic Reservoir 
Models 
Benoit Noetinger IFP, 
(France), SPE member, Andre 
Haas (Elf Aquitaine) and 
Reservoir Helios Gro 
They developed a simple and predictive 
well test permeability averaging formula 
for 3D heterogeneous reservoirs. 
Takes into account both petrophysical and 
geometrical. Uses co-kriging methods. 
SPE 53887 
 
1999 Effective Integration of the Core 
Analysis and Wireline Datasets-
Using a New Core Analysis Data 
Suite and New Software. 
Dr. P. N. Theologou,  
R. D. EastDr. A. A.Curtis, A. 
M. Drake, Dr. P. J. Boult 
Developed a new core analysis suite for use 
in combination with RCA information to 
provide an extended data-set 
00065429 2000 Reservoir Characterization 
Constrained to Well-Test Data: A 
Field Example 
J. L. Landa,  
R. N. Horne,  
M. M. Kamal,  
C. D. Jenkins 
Developed a new method that computes 
spatial distributions of permeability and 
porosity and generates a pressure response 
for comparison to field data. 
SPE 84599 
 
2003 Reliable Simulation Model 
Permeability Arrays By Integration of 
Core, Test, and 
Log-Derived Permeability Data 
Shawket G. Ghedan, SPE,  
Douglas A. Boyd, SPE, and  
Bertrand M. Thiebot, SPE, 
ADMA-OPCO 
First to systematically document a standard 
multi-step procedure followed and the 
various analytical techniques utilized to 
integrate different types of permeability 
data to generate multiple realizations of 
permeability. 
SPE 84086 
 
2003 Will Wireline Formation Tests 
Replace Well Tests? 
 
T. M. Whittle, SPE,  
J. Lee, SPE,  
Baker Atlas;  
A. C. Gringarten, SPE, Imperial 
College, UK 
First to study and document the limit and 
boundaries in the application of Wireline 
Formation Tester and the conventional 
DST Well Test Analysis to reservoir 
description. 
SPE 88561 
 
2004 An Integrated Efficient Approach 
To Perform IPTT Interpretation 
 
Xian, C.,  
Carnegie, C.,  
Al Raisi, M. R., Petricola, M.,  
Chen, J., Schlumberger 
Developed a novel, generally applicable 
approach for interpretation of IPTT tests 
and standardizes the complete 
interpretation procedure of IPTT in 
heterogeneous reservoir.  
SPE: 113599 
 
2008 Integrated Permeability Modelling 
Using Wireline Logs, Core and 
DST Data in a Deepwater Reservoir 
 
Satyajit Taware, Anuradha 
Taware, Amit Sinha, Atul 
Jamkhindikar, Ramen Talukdar, 
and Akhil Datta-Gupta 
developed a novel technique for deriving 
permeability by correlating multiple well 
logs with core permeability using non-
parametric regression methods 
SPE139837 
 
2010 Integration of Wireline Formation 
Testing and Well Testing 
Evaluation - 
An Example from the Caspian 
S. Ramaswami,  
H. Elshahawi,   
A. El Battawy,  
Presented a new approach to use Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance permeability in 
upscaling mini-DST results to estimate the 
total permeability-thickness of a reservoir. 
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Appendix 1B: Critical Literature review  
SPE: 36653 (1996) 
Permeability Averaging for Well Tests in 3D Stochastic Reservoir Models 
Author (s): Benoit Noetinger IFP, (France), SPE member, Andre Haas (Elf Aquitaine) and Reservoir Helios Group 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
The authors presented an excellent methodology for the integration of well test interpretation results into 3D geostatistical 
models; they developed a simple and predictive well test permeability averaging formula for 3D heterogeneous reservoirs 
which avoids the use of costly calibration runs, and takes into account both petrophysical and geometrical anisotropies in a 
simple analytical form and uses co-kriging methods to generate well-test constrained geostatistical realizations.  
Objectives of the paper: 
The goal of this work was to develop a simple analytical formula which relates the apparent permeability given by a well test 
interpretation results and the original permeability map around the well for 3D heterogeneous reservoirs. The pressure 
derivative was used to interpret drawdowns. The method generalizes the formulae for 3 dimensional reservoirs which have 
the advantages of mixing the robustness of empirical formula with the limited permeability contrast results giving a 
predictive formula. 
Methodology employed: 
The authors used the pressure derivative to interpret drawdowns, and assuming that this permeability is related to the original 
permeability map in the drainage volume by a simple power averaging formula, a suitable value of the averaging power was 
computed using perturbation methods. It depends on time, and on the vertical to horizontal permeability ratio Kv/Kh, and 
geostatistical anisotropy. After long times, the apparent permeability is stabilized, which occur when the investigation radius 
of the well test sufficiently larger and is greater than the correlation length. They obtained an apparent permeability equal to 
the steady-state equivalent permeability of the tested medium.  
 
Conclusion reached: 
A simple and predictive well test permeability averaging formula for 3D heterogeneous reservoirs was obtained. It avoids the 
use of costly calibration runs, and takes into account both petrophysical and geometrical anisotropies in a simple analytical 
form. If more complex Variograms (or correlation functions) C(x) are used, the value of ω(α) can be computed using 
numerical quadrature. The physical interpretation of the formula in extreme anisotropy cases is consistent with intuition, and 
the formula takes on well-known forms. 
Comments: 
The main limitation of this approach is that the hypothesis assumed the permeability variance to be small, and that the 
domain of investigation is large with respect to the correlation lengths of the medium which might not be true in some fields. 
Care therefore needs to be taken when using this approach to ensure that the variation of permeability isn’t large which may 
result into erratic permeability predictions.  
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SPE: 113599 (2008) 
Integrated Permeability Modelling Using Wireline Logs, Core and DST Data in a Deepwater Reservoir 
Author (s): Satyajit Taware, Anuradha Taware, Amit Sinha, Atul Jamkhindikar, Ramen Talukdar, and Akhil Datta-Gupta 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
The authors developed a novel technique for deriving permeability by correlating multiple well logs with core permeability 
using non-parametric regression methods. 
Objectives of the paper: 
This paper deals with a novel technique for deriving permeability by correlating multiple well logs with core permeability 
using non-parametric regression methods. 
Methodology employed: 
The authors classified the well log data into electrofacies based on the ‘similarity’ of their responses (Lim, Jong-Se et al). A 
combination of principal component and model-based cluster analysis were used to characterize the electrofacies, a technique 
originally proposed by Lee, S.H. et al (1999) and Doveton, J.H. et al (1992).  
They then applied a non-parametric regression technique Breiman, L. et al (1985) to predict permeability using well logs within 
each electrofacies by back transformation.  
Conclusion reached: 
They presented a four step method for integrating data   from   well   logs,   core   and DST to generate permeability 
correlations and populate permeability in the geological model. The methodology Includes; 
1. Building Permeability correlation  
2. Validation by blind tests.  This involves predicting permeability in wells (cored and uncored). 
3. Integration with DST results and validating permeability transforms with   a   multilayer PTA (Pressure Transient 
Analysis) model.  
4. Integration of the permeability correlation into the 3-D high resolution geological model. 
Comments: 
This paper provides a clear and simplified approach for multi-scale permeability integration. 
The success of this approach is dependent on the robust discriminatory power of the electrofacies characterization and the 
reliability of the non-parametric regression model.  
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SPE: 163303 (2012) 
Facies Based Approach to Amin Reservoir Characterization in a Heavy Oil Field in The South Of Oman 
Author (s): Rinat Lukmanov, Petroleum Development Oman 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
The use of Gamma Ray to provide valuable information for some aspects of the reservoir characterization,  
 Alternative way of Vsh estimation 
 At certain conditions, accurate picking of formation tops 
Objectives of the paper: 
To develop novel approach to reservoir characterization by integrating core and logs to achieve; 
 Enhanced permeability prediction using normalized Gamma Ray (GR) log as 3rd parameter;  
 Facies identification using normalized Gamma Ray cut-off;  
 Facies based Saturation-Height models. 
Methodology employed: 
1. Gamma ray normalization as described by E. Kasap et al and F.A. Al-Belushi,  using a single interval as a reference and consisted of 
the following steps:  
 Review of the logging runs and the hole conditions.  
 Picking the parameters P0.5% and P99% in wells logged the same run.  
 Rescaling, i.e. “squeezing” or “stretching” Gamma Ray log using the following equation: 
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Where:  
GR1new = P0.5% value of the Gamma Ray curve after normalization = 11 API corresponding to clean carbonates;  
GR2new = P99% value of the Gamma Ray curve after normalization = 60 API corresponding to Natih shales;  
GR1     = P0.5% value of the Gamma Ray curve before normalization;  
GR2     = P99% value of the Gamma Ray curve before normalization;  
GR      = GR curve before normalization  
GRST   = normalized GR curve 
 
2. Permeability Model of the Reservoir 
An equation was developed using minimization technique to predict the permeability of the field 
STGRK
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Where; 
K      = Permeability;  
Φ      = Total porosity, %;  
GRST = normalized Gamma Ray, API. 
Conclusion reached: 
Application of the facies based approach in this study resulted in a major breakthrough in the reservoir characterization including:  
 Enhanced permeability prediction;  
 Facies identification using normalized Gamma Ray cut-off;  
 Facies based Saturation-Height models, which serves as a practical tool for the identification of de-saturated intervals and 
optimization of the completion of new wells.  
 Re-assessment of the role of fractures in some parts of the field and better history match  
 Optimisation of further development scenarios. 
Comments: 
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SPE: 111221 (2007) 
A Practical Approach to Determine Permeability from Wireline Measurements 
Author (s): Alain Gringarten, Imperial College; Ahmed Al-Harbi, Saudi Aramco; Ridvan Akkurt, Saudi Aramco 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
They investigated the practicality of calibrating the static NMR permeability log with WFT dynamic data instead of core data, thus 
combining the two most convenient and economic permeability determination tools.  
The aim is to obtain a continuous permeability from Wireline log in the absence of the traditional, but expensive, benchmarks, i.e. cores 
and well tests. 
Objectives of the paper: 
The objective of the study was to develop an approach for calibrating the static NMR permeability log with the WFT dynamic data and to 
compare the results with the traditional approach of calibrating with cores. Permeabilities from both approaches were upscaled for 
comparing with DST derived permeabilities. 
Methodology employed: 
Permeability from core: 
Core data, porosity and permeability, were converted into in-situ conditions by applying Klinkenberge and overburden corrections. Core 
data were depth and resolution matched with open hole logs. Core porosity was compared with porosities from logs (density, neutron and 
sonic) to assess quality 
 
Permeability from NMR:  
Two models were used;  
 Coates model: 
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This is a function of total porosity, free and bound fluids, with a T1 cut-off of 200ms for 
bound water calculation. 
 SDR (Schlumberger Doll-Research) model;    bgm
a
c TcK 2 which calculates the permeability as a function of total porosity 
and the geometric mean of the relaxation time 
Parameters a, b, and c are obtained from the log-core calibration process for both equations. 
Permeability from WFT: 
 Under the buildup analysis, two techniques are used: the classical straight line method and the interpretation model (type-curve) 
matching. 
 Drawdown analysis based on the Darcy steady-state equation, 
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 in which permeability is a function of the product 
of the flow rate q, the viscosity μ, a shape factor C, and the reciprocal of the steady-state differential pressure ΔPss. 
Integration 
NMR permeabilities were upscaled to a vertical scale equivalent to that of the WFT. This resulted into NMR WFT-calibrated permeability, 
using the WFT permeabilities obtained from the build-ups following the pump-out drawdowns. 
Conclusion reached: 
 The authors upscaled and compared core calibrated NMR Permeability and WFT calibrated Permeability with DST 
permeabilities. 
 It was found that the upscaled WFT-calibrated NMR permeabilities match the DST permeabilities as satisfactorily as the 
upscaled core-calibrated NMR permeabilities. 
 NMR and WFT can provide a reliable in-situ permeability log. Its accuracy depends on the quality of NMR and WFT 
interpretations, and the use of an appropriate upscaling technique. 
Comments: 
This paper presented a very systematic approach to utilize WFT in calibrating NMR Permeability in clastic reservoirs; however, the effects 
of clays on T1and T2 responses have not been mentioned. There is likelihood that, the T1 and T2 will overestimate permeabilities in high 
clay zones because of the presence of water in clay intervals. 
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SPE: 69697 (2001) 
Reservoir Characterization of the Orinoco Heavy Oil Belt: Miocene Oficina Formation, Zuata Field, Eastern Venezuela Basin 
Author (s): Robert Kopper (Petrozuata, C. A.), Julie Kupecz (Kupecz Copley Associates), Carl Curtis, Tony Cole (Petrozuata, C. A.), Donald Dorn-López 
SPE (G&G Turning Point), Jeffrey Copley (Kupecz Copley Associates), Alberto Muñoz SPE (PDVSA Intevep), Vladimir Caicedo (Landmark Graphics) 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
This paper emphasized the importance of integrating data from different sources in reservoir description and characterization. The 
observations made were of global importance for the success of any reservoir characterization project.  
The role of Pressure Transient Analysis in visualizing vertical as well as lateral heterogeneity explained in this paper was a key note. 
Objectives of the paper: 
To integrate information from various sources and placing it into a sequence stratigraphic context to allow a better understanding 
of the depositional complexity of the reservoir obtain the most efficient horizontal drilling in the heavy oil Zuata Field, Eastern 
Venezuela Basin. 
Methodology employed: 
Petrophysical cross plots were made to investigate the potential correlation of core-derived permeability with well logs to indicate 
the resistivity correlation with permeability, above the oil water contact, to be used as a permeability prediction tool. 
The paper uses the concept proposed by Shah, P.C. et al (1994) and suggests that; early-time radial flow is controlled by the 
effective geometric mean of the vertical to horizontal permeability (kvky)1/2 ; the intermediate linear is flow controlled by the 
permeability perpendicular to the horizontal well direction ky, and the pseudo-radial flow is controlled by the average horizontal 
permeability in the reservoir (kHkh)1/2. 
Thus, the pressure response of wells placed in different sands provided a basis for comparing their respective petrophysical 
characteristics. 
The paper uses the equation:   22 ,max
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 described by Stalder, J et al (2001) to provide an estimate of 
time required for the transition from the early-time radial flow to the linear flow teepr. They utilized the same equation as a basis for 
comparing these pressure responses. 
The authors observed that, the transition time to a linear flow regime is controlled by parameters such as reservoir porosity ϕ, 
total system compressibility ct, fluid viscosity μ, horizontal well stand-off (represented by the term in brackets), and more 
importantly absolute vertical permeability kv. 
Conclusion reached: 
 The key to minimizing the impact of high oil viscosity on well performance in the Faja is to maximize total drilled footage 
in sands having resistivity values greater than 100 ohm-m. 
 Variability in the viscosity and API gravity exists within the oils. It is interpreted that the degree of water washing is the 
major controlling factor of changes in the oil chemistry.  
 Pressure transient analysis in horizontal wells has provided additional support to the geological interpretation of the depositional 
sequences found the in the Lower Oficina. In particular, it has confirmed the effects of the marine influence for the upper 
Sequence on petrophysical characteristics at the bed scale, i.e. lower vertical communication than in the fluvial environments. 
This information has provided an assessment of "rock quality" that has been tied to estimates of reservoir deliverability and 
ultimately to well performance. 
Comments: 
Not much was learnt from this paper in the context of my work. However, the importance of using data from different sources in reservoir 
description and characterization described in this paper was of a global importance for any reservoir characterization problem. The role of 
Pressure Transient Analysis in visualizing vertical as well as lateral heterogeneity explained in this paper was a key note.  
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SPE: 00065429 (2000) 
Reservoir Characterization Constrained to Well-Test Data: A Field Example 
Author (s):  J. L. Landa, R. N. Horne, M. M. Kamal, C. D. Jenkins 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
A method to integrate well test, production, shut-in pressure, log, core, and geological data to obtain a reservoir description 
was developed for the Pagerungan field, offshore Indonesia. 
Objectives of the paper: 
Objective is to find sets of distributions of permeability and porosity such that the calculated response of the reservoir closely 
matches the pressure measurements.  
Methodology employed: 
The approach used in this work is a modification of the Generalized Pulse-Spectrum Technique (GPST) method described by 
Tang et al (1984) and Chu et al (1995). The method computes spatial distributions of permeability and porosity and generates 
a pressure response for comparison to field data. 
As a final step, the method is compared to an alternate technique (object modelling) that models the reservoir as a two-
dimensional channel as presented by Tang, Y.N. and Chen, Y.M. (1989) 
Conclusion reached: 
An efficient method to compute the sensitivity coefficients was presented. It was also generalized to be used to perform 
regression of reservoir objects with conventional gradient-based parameter estimation algorithms. 
The method used in this work can be easily expanded to three-dimensional geometry, multiphase flow, tracer tests, and 
flexible grid. The most difficult part in the implementation of this method was in the pre-processing of all the data and in the 
construction of an adequate mathematical model. 
Information from well testing followed by frequent shut-ins can be analysed simultaneously to provide a better understanding 
of the effects of heterogeneity on the reservoir performance, 
Comments: 
The method used in this work needs to be expanded to suit 3-dimensional geometry, multiphase flow, tracer tests, and a 
flexible grid. 
If the sensitivity coefficient calculation is to be efficient, it should be implemented within the numerical simulation code. 
Black-oil commercial simulators need to be modified to include this feature  
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SPE: 00088561 (2004) 
An Integrated Efficient Approach to Perform IPTT Interpretation 
Author (s): Xian, C., Carnegie, C., Al Raisi, M. R., Petricola, M., Chen, J. 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
A novel, generally applicable approach is proposed for interpretation of IPPT tests. The approach is integrated and efficient, 
and ensures that the most probably valid and/or valuable information is used and revealed by IPTT.  
The approach standardizes the complete interpretation procedure of IPTT in a heterogeneous reservoir, using if available, 
modern Wireline logs (such as NMR and Imaging), dynamic data from Wireline formation testers and any other relevant 
information (such as geological description, core data and local knowledge) as constraints on the interpretation. 
Principles and guidelines on using different sources of information to define and refine the layering are recommended.  
Objectives of the paper: 
To develop and apply an advanced regression technology and an integrated, efficient approach for the interpretation of IPTT 
to get optimized horizontal and vertical permeabilities of reservoir layers. 
Methodology employed: 
This  Paper presents  an  integrated  efficient approach  to  perform  IPTT  interpretation  using  analytical model described by 
Kuchuk et al  
The Authors assumes single porosity reservoir and single-phase    fluid    (using    average/pseudo    properties    if 
multiphase). But the approach itself is generally applicable. The approach described in this paper is based on the method 
proposed by Goode, P. A.et al (1991) and Ayan et al 
They    determined the in-situ    horizontal    and    vertical permeability  from  IPTT  analysis, based  on  the  principles that; 
the magnitude of the pressure responses at the observation probes, caused by a sink pulse (packer interval, in this paper) is 
inversely related to the average radial (horizontal in vertical well) mobility between the source and observation probes, and 
the  time  taken  for  the  pressure  pulse  to  develop  at  the observation  probes  is  proportional  to  the  vertical  ( in  vertical 
well)  diffusivity  between  the  packer  and  the  observation probes 
Conclusion reached: 
IPTT can efficiently characterize permeabilities in a layered reservoir.  
A successful interpretation needs to have high quality measured data, reasonable initial estimates of parameters, and suitable 
optimization procedure with good regression strategies.  
IPTT data can be used to check up permeability upscaling, which is crucial for reservoir simulation. And interval pressure 
transient testing is an efficient and practical method to acquire essential permeability information for permeability upscaling.  
The analytical model of IPTT also can be used in deviated wells. It will be possible to know if a barrier is sealing or not. And 
the Kv and Kh of each layer in the interpretation can be solved for without incurring significant error due to deviation, using 
the analytic solution procedure. 
Comments: 
A novel, generally applicable approach for interpretation of IPTT tests is presented. This approach standardizes the complete 
interpretation procedure of IPTT in a heterogeneous reservoir.   
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SPE: 134001 (2010) 
How to Integrate Wireline Formation Tester, Logs, Core and Well Test Data to Get Hydraulic Flow Unit Permeability’s: 
Application to Algeria Gas Field  
Author (s): Fethi Elarouci, Nabil Mokrani, Salim Mouici El Djoudi, and Peter Hill, Baker Hughes North Africa 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
Step-by-step methodology for Permeability data integration was clearly documented and can be adopted for use in other 
fields. 
The obtained results from the integrated technique provide accurate dynamic characteristics in a hydrocarbon-bearing 
formation and constrain the producibility knowledge of a reservoir. 
Objectives of the paper: 
The objective of this work is to determine the best way for integration and optimisation of different kinds of data for reservoir 
characterization to get an accurate permeability value at flow-unit scale. This technique has applied in the appraisal stage of 
new discovered Algerian gas field. 
Methodology employed: 
The integration technique steps consisted of:  
 Identifying facies and hydraulic units from core data analysis as described by Ameaeful, Tiab et al. based on modified 
Koseny-Carmen equation and the concept of mean hydraulic radius. 
 Computing permeability curve in the entire reservoir including the non-cored zones by combining logs and 
porosity/permeability relationship of each hydraulic flow unit  
 Analysing well testing transient pressures and estimating flow capacity, A. C. Gringarten et al (2003) 
 Computing permeability at the identified flow-unit scale by the analysis of Wireline formation tester data using its 
inflatable straddle packer configuration 
Conclusion reached: 
It’s not easy to get a unique permeability value for specific flow-unit without combining different formation evaluation 
disciplines. Logs, cores and Well tests data, provide information not only of different kinds of permeability but also at 
different scale measurements.  
The benefit of this cross-discipline method can be summarized as follows:  
 Linking between Facies Units and Hydraulic Units  
 From core data, extract Φ–K relationships linked with HU’s  
 Generation of Permeability Prediction curve from effective log porosity and HU relationships  
 Identification of effective flowing thickness from HU’s coupled with predicted permeability and compared with flow 
capacity of DST and straddle inflatable packer analysis  
 Provide a unique permeability value at hydraulic flow unit scale which will be assigned in the geo-cellular numerical 
simulator. 
Comments: 
This paper provides a step-by-step procedure for the integration of multi-scale permeability datasets. A very basic, easy and 
straight forward methodology for permeability data analysis and integration has been presented in this paper.  
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SPE: 26436 (1993) 
Enhanced Reservoir Description: Using Core and Log Data to Identify Hydraulic (Flow) Units and Predict Permeability in 
Uncored Intervals/Wells 
Author (s): Jude O. Amaefule, Mehmet Altunbay; Djebbar Tiab, DavidG.Kersey, DareK. Keelan. 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
A new, practical and theoretically correct methodology was proposed for identification and characterization of hydraulic 
units within mappable geological units (facies). 
Objectives of the paper: 
Understanding complex variations in pore geometry within different lithofacies, classic discrimination of rock types based on 
subjective geological observations and on empirical relationships between the log of permeability versus porosity and to 
identify and characterize hydraulic units within mappable geologic units (facies)  
Methodology employed: 
The technique is based on a modified Kozeny-Carmen equation and the concept of mean hydraulic radius, proposed by 
Hearn et al. (1984). The equation indicates that for any hydraulic unit, a log-log plot of a "Reservoir Quality Index," (RQI), 
which is equal to C√   , versus a "Normalized Porosity Index" ( z) which is equal to         should yield a straight line 
with a unit slope. The intercept of the unit slope line with ( z) =1, designated as the "Flow Zone Indicator" (FZI), is a unique 
parameter for each hydraulic unit. FZI is then correlated to certain combinations of logging tool responses to develop 
regression models for permeability predictions in cored and uncored intervals or wells 
Conclusion reached: 
The technique developed here has a wide variety of practical field applications for both cored and uncored wells. These 
include: 
• Improved prediction of permeability and permeability distributions from Wireline logs in partially cored/uncored intervals 
and adjacent wells 
• Improved well-to-well rock properties correlations for refinement of Petrophysical models 
• Forecasts reservoir rock quality (and formation damage potential) in partially cored/uncored wells for improved 
completions and enhanced recovery decisions 
Comments: 
This work is very useful to the understanding of multiscale permeability data integration. It provides a clear and concise 
procedure for the integration. 
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SPE: 139236 (2010) 
Multidisciplinary Workflows Applied in Reservoir Characterization: A Heavy Oil Field Case Study During Early Stages of 
the Asset Life-Cycle  
Author(s): D. Astudillo and J. Porlles, Repsol 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
The concept of flow units identification through Global Hydraulic Elements (GHEs) combined with sedimentological studies, 
electrofacies logs and statistics from geo-cellular 3Dmodel were quite useful in the understanding of permeability data 
integration. 
Objectives of the paper: 
The workflows presented in this paper aimed at developing synergies in multi-disciplinary teams working on reservoir 
characterization, to improve the decision making process during early stage of an oil field. 
Methodology employed: 
This paper applied the methodology described by Corbett et al. 2004 and can be summarized as follows. 
 Assessing the validity of porosity-permeability data points in each reservoir.  
 Selecting methodology for identification of flow units. In this case Global Hydraulic Elements (GHEs) method was used.  
 Choosing representative points in each flow unit as defined by Amaefule et al. (1993). They recommended the use of 
histograms coming from the 3D population at reservoir level rather than those coming from well data.  
 Checking that selected points covered the sedimentological facies and electrofacies.  
 Final selection of samples. 
Conclusion reached: 
 The analysis of flow units should be considered when selecting samples for analysis SCAL. A proper reservoir 
characterization should cover parameters such as pore throat size distribution, relative permeability, saturation end 
points, and capillary pressure curves for each unit.  
 Global Hydraulic Elements (GHEs) approach provided a framework to identify flow units and select representative 
samples for SCAL programs.  
 Normalization technique allowed removing the effect of different initial water and critical oil saturations to get an 
average curve of each reservoir.  
 A consistent interpretation resulting from the integration of well test with geology allowed explaining the flow patterns 
behaviour around the well area and reduces uncertainty.  
 Both effective permeability and flow regime obtained from well test interpretation should be incorporated in any process 
of reservoir modelling.  
 Reservoir heterogeneity should be evaluated to recognize sample sufficiency and adequately characterize the reservoir. It 
is recommended to supplement the Petrophysical analysis with mini-permeameter measurements. 
Comments: 
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SPE: 84599 (2003) 
Reliable Simulation Model Permeability Arrays by Integration of Core, Test, and 
Log-Derived Permeability Data 
Author (s): Shawket G. Ghedan, Douglas A. Boyd, and Bertrand M. Thiebot, SPE,  
Contribution to the understanding of multi-sacle permeability data integration: 
 This paper presents a multi-step procedure followed and compared the various analytical techniques utilized to integrate different 
types of permeability data to generate multiple realizations of permeability, which can be fed and tested in a dynamic reservoir 
simulation model for initialization and history matching. 
 They also discussed the design, merits and drawbacks associated with three permeability predictors included in the static 
geological model, along with the rock-typing scheme utilized. Case study: a major carbonate reservoir in offshore Abu Dhabi,  
Objectives of the paper: 
To generate permeability models that best describe the reservoir heterogeneity and its flow dynamics in a large offshore Abu Dhabi 
carbonate reservoir. 
Methodology employed: 
Four analysis techniques were utilized to screen and choose the right permeability predictor for the right sub reservoir or layer of the field. 
Test KH conditioned to core KH was taken as a reference in the screening and testing process. 
ESTIME: This approach assumes for any rock physical parameter such as permeability, there is a unique log response. 
Advantages 
 Links permeability variations to three log responses; NPHI, RHOB, and MSFL. 
 Applicable to hydrocarbon and water filled porosity. 
Limitations 
 Misses high permeability streaks 
 Smoothes the data. Poor dynamic range 
Cloud Transforms (CLTD): This method stochastically estimate one parameter (permeability) from another, i.e. porosity. 
 Reproduces the permeability frequency distribution within each reservoir layer and facie. 
 Maintains the dynamic range (no smoothing). 
 Applicable to hydrocarbon and water filled porosity. 
Limitations 
 Permeability depth trends are not maintained. 
  Log porosity smoothes the porosity profile displaying much less heterogeneity than is present in core. 
 CLTD from layers and facies with sparse core data sets are not statistically representative of the reservoir. 
 Presents a more heterogeneous picture of the reservoir than is actually present. 
Case Base Reasoning (CBR): Well log-derived attributes from uncored wells are statistically compared to those of a library of uncored 
wells within a single geologic layer and facie. 
Limitation 
 Boundaries between facies within the database are not gradational. 
KH Cross Plots: 
The Test KH data was cross-plotted against the KH of the three permeability estimators (ESTIME, CLTD and CBR) for the wells of any 
sub-reservoirs.  
Conclusion reached: 
By using the KH cross plots and cumulative KH plots with test KH conditioned to core as reference, it was possible to choose appropriate 
methodology for each reservoir intervals and generate several K realizations to get better model production and pressure match. A 
combination of some of these realizations produced better reservoir heterogeneity description. 
Comments: 
This paper gives a good analysis of the different Permeability integration methods. However, they did not provide for extension to clastic 
reservoirs scenarios which leave a gap if the approach is to be universally applied.  
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SPE: 53273 (1999) 
Integration of NMR, Wireline Tester, Core and Open hole Log Data for Dynamic Reservoir Properties 
Author (s): C. Ayan, S. A. Haq, A. Boyd, Schlumberger, M. El-Hamawi, H. H. Hafez, A.D.C.O. 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
 This paper demonstrated the use Stoneley mobility indicator and Wireline tester pretest mobility to complement the NMR 
interpretation and improve its accuracy to provide a better continuous permeability log.  
 They highlighted the use of NMR in carbonate formations to improve the prediction of permeability, especially in 
the higher range so that log derived permeabilities could be used for improved reservoir simulation. 
 The paper also pointed out the major obstacles for using NMR to evaluate permeability in carbonates, this they attributed 
to the weak surface relaxivity, which compromises the relation between T2 and pore size distributions. The justifications 
given here may be applied to clastic reservoir characterization to a great extent. 
Objectives of the paper: 
To characterize formation static and dynamic properties prior to water injection using an integrated approach 
Methodology employed: 
Several sources of information (NMR, Wireline Tester, Core and Open hole Log Data) were compared and their results were 
discussed.  
 The transform used to calculate permeability from NMR was of the form; 
Ksdr = C *T 2lm2 *TCMR4 
 
Where;  
 Ksdr  =   NMR permeability from Schlumberger-Doll Transform 
C        =   Premultiplier, nominally 0.04 in carbonates 
T2lm  =  Logarithmic mean of T2 distribution 
TCMR= Total CMR porosity 
The fundamental concept of this permeability transform is that T2lm indicates the average pore size, and that the 
exponent in the TCMR term compensates for the relation between pore size and throat width. 
 A comparison of core permeability and MDT pretest drawdown mobility to Ksdr from the above transform was made. 
 NMR Permeability was compared with Stoneley Mobility Indicator and  Wireline Formation Tester Results by cross-plotting 
Conclusion reached: 
 NMR shows promise for predicting permeability in carbonate formations as well as in clastic reservoirs. 
 Stoneley mobility indicator is a useful indicator of high permeability zones and can be used to compliment NMR to indicate 
facies changes. 
 The integrated analysis gave a good overall picture of the formation, including permeability anisotropy. 
Comments: 
 The relation between Logarithmic mean of T2 distribution (T2lm) and mean pore size varies due to the wide range of 
surface relaxitivities. The changes in surface relaxivity were compensated for by changing the Premultiplier C to obtain a 
good match. The change in C value however has no scientific backing and the variation of C from 0.4 to 0.004 in 
carbonates has not been explained by this paper. 
 There was an overestimation of permeability observed in the lower range (of permeability cross-plots) in the mud 
supported carbonates because of weaker surface relaxivity than grain supported carbonates but no specific remedy 
was proposed. 
 
Spin–spin relaxation: T2 = Time taken by magnetization vector to exponentially decay towards its equilibrium value of zero,  
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SPE: 140637 (2010) 
Permeability Characterization of Upper Miocene Reservoirs, Lower Congo Basin, Offshore Angola; an Integrated 
Approach 
Author (s): Prince Abangwu, Schlumberger; Nilton Carvalho, Rakesh Dhir, T. Gacem, and C. Santos, Sonangol P&P; C. Jacob,  
M. Baig, D. Dutta, and P. Saikia, Schlumberger 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
This paper presents the workflow for evaluation, integration and comparison of permeability from various sources, 
highlighting challenges and sources of error in the approach which applies in any multiscale permeability data 
integration process. 
Objectives of the paper: 
To evaluate different permeability sources and establish consistency between permeability results from 
different sources and thereafter integrate to advice on a justifiable permeability log input for reservoir 
simulation. Additionally, it was essential to understand reasons for any inconsistency between various 
sources. 
Methodology employed: 
The methodology used in this paper can be summarized as; 
 Evaluation of spectroscopy data and computation of K-Lambda permeability based on mineralogy. 
Derivation of K-Lambda permeability using Herron et al’s methodology for Siliciclastics; 
 
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  
 Stoneley waveforms processing to estimate mobility and permeability  
 Permeability based on measured mobility from reservoir formation tester; 
ssP
CxqK



 
 Review of SCAL analysis and ascertain poro-perm relationship. Validation of SCAL permeability results 
with DST results  
 Calibration of mineral and fluid volumes alongside specific surface areas of the minerals for K-Lambda 
estimation using core permeability. 
 Application of Specific surface areas parameters for estimation of K-Lambda using spectroscopy 
 Comparison of permeability results from different approaches  
 Recommendation of permeability input for upscaling in 3D model 
Conclusion reached: 
Results obtained in the study of some two wells suggest that permeability can be estimated through different techniques: 
 Permeability from spectroscopy, based on mineralogy 
 Permeability from formation evaluation, integrating basic triple combo logs 
 Permeability based on estimated mobility from Stoneley waveforms 
 Permeability based on measured mobility from reservoir formation tester 
 Permeability based on analysis of Core samples 
 Direct measurement of large scale permeability based on Well Testing. 
 They identified that estimated permeability from triple-combo, core data and Stoneley were consistent 
Comments:  
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SPE: 77743 (2002) 
Successful Integration of Sparsely Distributed Core and Welltest Derived Permeability Data in a Viable Model of a 
Giant Carbonate Reservoir. 
Author (s): Nabeel I Al-Afaleg, Saad Al-Garni, BasemAhmed Rahmeh, and Asaad Al-Towailib, Saudi Aramco 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
 
Objectives of the paper: 
To develop a better and realistic characterization of a large carbonate  reservoir in the absence of seismic and 
other fracture identification tools like image logs while preserving vertical and lateral variation in 
permeability to achieve a 40-year history match. 
Methodology employed: 
Fractures Identifications: 
Fracture intensity trend was derived by carefully comparing; 
 Curvature Analysis,  
 Core and Well test kh,  
 Well test kh Trend,  
 Pressure Communication and  
 detailed matrix permeability 
The paper also presents statistical analysis of core-derived permeability illustrating lateral variation of 
permeability distribution within the reservoir 
Porosity Modeling 
Variograms of porosity distribution for each layer were prepared for modeling. A total of 131 wells with their 
porosity logs were used to produce the porosity model using Sequential Gaussian Simulation algorithm.  
Permeability Modeling 
 Porosity-permeability transforms were developed for each layer of the model to generate corresponding 
layers’ permeability model. 
 A kh ratio map was generated from the well test-derived-kh map (khwell) and the unconditioned model kh 
map (khmodel) from: 
el
wells
ratio
Kh
Kh
Kh
mod
  
Conclusion reached: 
 With sparsely distributed core and well test derived kh, the field was successfully history matched with 
minimum efforts and adjustments. 
 By applying a global well test-derived kh, the vertical variations in permeability was preserved. 
 Fracture intensity trends were derived by comparing well test-derived kh with core-derived kh. Curvature 
analysis supported this conclusion. 
Comments: 
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SPE: 146043 (2011) 
The Integration of Petrophysical and Formation Tester Data in the Creation of a Petrophysical Model for an Eastern 
Siberia Oilfield  
Author (s): Y. Karpekin, P. Weinheber, L. Abdrakhmanova and A. Tsiklakov, Schlumberger Y.I. Gordeev and S.O. Maslov, VCNG 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
Significant learning was the use of multiple inputs to describe salt content, the use of thorium and NMR free-fluid 
porosity to identify gravelites and the importance of high-resolution images to the IPTT interpretation. Calibrated 
the permeability estimates using IPTT data  
Objectives of the paper: 
To demonstrate the integration of petrophysical data from traditional triple-combo measurements with NMR 
measurements, core analysis data and formation tester data including permeabilities from pressure transient analysis 
(PTA) to produce a coherent and robust petrophysical model for permeability prediction. 
Methodology employed: 
 Petrophysical Model and Initial Permeability using Modified Lorenz plot for a single well. 
 Formation Tester Acquisition and Interpretation using Multi-well modified Lorenz plot. 
 For IPTT, they observed stabilization of the derivative, and the mobility-thickness was derived from the value of the 
derivative plateau. 
 Calibrated Log-Derived Permeability to IPTT Results by Cross-plotting NMR permeability with MDT-IPTT 
permeability with R
2
=0.8. The Timur-Coates curve with tapered cutoffs was used to derive NMR permeability. 
 Pre-and post calibration plotted together to assess the significance of the calibration 
 Calibrating Core Data with NMR and IPTT 
 Use of Herron mineralogical model 
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Conclusion reached: 
A “state-of-the-art” petrophysical model was created that:  
 Addressed lithology issues with triple-combo, spectral gamma ray and NMR data  
 Derived initial permeability estimates from NMR supported by the Stoneley wave data  
 Calibrated the permeability estimates using IPTT data, this IPTT data having been interpreted using high-resolution 
images  
 Verified the calibrated petrophysical model with core data  
 Developed a simplified predictor of permeability based on Rt-Rxo invasion profiling  
Comments:  
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SPE: 102289 (2006) 
A New Integrated Approach to Obtain Reliable Permeability Profiles From Logs in a Carbonate Reservoir 
Author (s): P. Balossino and F. Pampuri, ENI E&P, and C. Bruni and K. Ebzhasarova, KPO b.v. 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
With respect to the geological framework and a well defined sequence-stratigraphic model, the comparison of log-derived 
permeability and well-test results has given a new perspective in the interpretation of well-test results. The extension of this 
methodology to new wells could improve knowledge of the petrophysical characteristics of the reservoir and allow better 
prediction of reservoir productivity. 
Objectives of the paper: 
To develop a new interpretative methodology that integrates Wireline and image logs, cores and tests data to 
describe vertical trends of the main petrophysical parameters and correlate them throughout the reservoir.  
Methodology employed: 
 This method is based on the integration of Wireline and image logs, cores and tests data. 
 The paper utilized the method of poro-perm cross plots to assess the correlation and further used the concept of flow 
units and mainly the graphical method described by Gunter et al. 
 They further used the stratigraphic modified Lorenz Plot in the interpretation of the flow units followed by plots 
of cumulative storage capacity and flow capacity vs. depth. 
Conclusion reached: 
The study has provided some key benefits for further developments in the reservoir characterization: 
 Improvement of the reservoir petrophysical properties knowledge 
 Better prediction of the reservoir productivity and more reliable identification of the most promising intervals 
for test 
 A new perspective in the interpretation of well test results with respect to the geological framework and a well 
defined sequence stratigraphic model 
 Improvement in the cut off determination for net pay definition 
Comments: 
The authors focused mostly on understanding the complex variations in the porosity-permeability relationship in a 
carbonate reservoir while employing the concept of flow units and mainly the graphical method described by 
Gunter et al. No new concept was presented by this paper. 
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SPE: 56944 (1999) 
Added Value from NMR Measurements to Characterize Gas Reservoirs in the U.K. Southern North Sea 
Author (s): W.J. Epping, SPE, I.M. Eggenkamp, SPE, and I. Reid, Shell UK Exploration and Production 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
The authors demonstrated the estimation of NMR permeability in lower quality gas fields. Though the contribution 
is to a smaller extent, this paper provided a clearer approach to estimate permeability form NMR with more deeper 
considerations on both fluid and formation variation. 
Objectives of the paper: 
 To describe their experiences with NMR logging and interpretation, 
 To investigate the added value of NMR logging in lower quality gas reservoirs, 
 To establish best practices for NMR logging and interpretation in future wells. 
Methodology employed: 
The authors used the following methods to estimate permeability; 
1. NMR permeability was estimated using Coates/Timur (C-T) equation: 
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Where:  
 BVC = Bulk volume capillary: Percentage of pore space containing water bound by capillary forces. 
 BVI = Bulk volume irreducible: The total of the irreducible water:  
BVI = CBW + BVC. 
 FFI = free fluid index: Percentage of pore space occupied by moveable water and/or hydrocarbons.  
FFI = – BVI; FFI is represented by the largest relaxation times, i.e. largest pores 
A standard value for the FFI cut-off in sandstones of 33ms was used. 
2. The permeability estimate from conventional logs was based on a simple core porosity-permeability relation  
Conclusion reached: 
 NMR tools confirm the interpretation by conventional tools and improve on fluid estimation. 
 NMR provides a more robust – less dependent on core calibration – method to determine both porosity and 
permeability than porosity tools. 
 NMR interpretation of permeability is not limited to intervals above the transition zone, as conventional 
interpretation based on resistivity would be. 
 NMR core analysis can be used to identify interpretation parameters, check the results and plan future jobs. 
 Proper understanding and planning of a NMR logging job are essential to obtain optimal results for the money and 
time invested. 
 
Comments: 
 This paper presented yet another good example on the utilization of NMR to strengthen the confidence in the 
permeability distribution though it biased to gas reservoir. Not much was learnt in this paper as it brought forward a 
method that was developed by other authors. 
Application of Coates equation to generate permeability from NMR T2 requires that a good correlation exist between pore 
size and pore connectivity, but this paper did not pay much attention to that condition leaving a question in the analysis.  
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SPE: 101032 (2006) 
New Integration Technique for Different Type of Data to Construct a Permeability Prediction Model from Well 
Logs 
Author (s): Mayu Otake and Tatsuo Shimamoto, Teikoku Oil Co. Ltd. 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
The model developed in this paper has wide-range applicability to the prediction of permeability and may be 
extended to evaluate permeability for most fields. 
Objectives of the paper: 
To construct a new permeability prediction model which covers wide range of permeability value and is applicable 
to predict the productivity of wells. 
Methodology employed: 
 The authors used ACE algorithm       

p
l
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 to predict permeability. This is a non-parametric 
method which involves calculation of conditional expectations and an iterative minimization scheme. 
 Optimum transformations   ϕ* and θ* were sought to maximize correlation between the independent and dependent 
variables by use of variance minimization function    
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Conclusion reached: 
 The permeability obtained by the integration technique shows good agreement with not only core data but PLT 
permeability. 
 Although mobility of MDT/RFT was not used as dependent variable for construction of permeability prediction 
model, the estimated permeability shows good agreement with it. This result proved the validity of the method. 
 The model has wide-range applicability to the prediction of permeability. Well performance is reasonably estimated 
from this model even for the low productive wells. 
Comments: 
 The authors assumed a one-to-one correspondence between core and log data for integration. This assumption might 
not be very valid given the fact that core and log data do not always perfectly match as they assumed. 
 The authors further assumed that the scale of logs and core can be identified in order to simplify the problem, yet the 
resolution difference of these data sets is not so evident as opposed to PLT. This posses question on the reliability of 
the model constructed.  
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SPE: IPTC 14272 (2011) 
Combining Conventional and Wireline Formation Testing for Improved Reservoir Characterization 
Author (s): S Ramaswami, H. Elshahawi, Shell; A El Battawy, Schlumberger 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
This paper just added on the concept already learnt from other authors. However, the conclusion they arrived at 
concerning WFT-PTA versus conventional DST was of paramount importance to any study involving the two 
closely related techniques. 
Objectives of the paper: 
To compare conventional well testing using drill stem test (DST) results with the integration of WFT-PTA 
results and fine-scale permeability indicators such as petrophysical log and core data.  
Methodology employed: 
 Permeability from WFT-PTA derived from discrete intervals where WFT-PTA tests were carried out, was 
used to upscale continuous permeability measurements, such as Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) or 
Porosity-Permeability (K-PHI) derived permeability, in order to provide a better estimate of permeability 
over a zone to be perforated and well tested, or produced. 
 The NMR or K-PHI derived permeability was then averaged over the DST interval. This average ratio is then 
multiplied with the average NMR or K-PHI perm to obtain a WFT upscaled “dynamic” permeability over the 
DST interval. 
 The Upscaled WFT permeability can then be directly compared to the DST derived permeability over the DST 
interval. 
Conclusion reached: 
 It was found out that, as long as the scale of measurement is taken into account, and appropriate upscaling methods 
are used, reservoir parameters obtained are in close agreement over the same interval. In addition, the WFT-PTA 
reveals differences in permeability between individual flow units. 
 WFT should be viewed as a complement to conventional well testing rather than a replacement because they 
are not identical. For example, WFT cannot replace conventional well tests if the objective of the test is to 
examine reservoir boundaries or to take large volume samples.  
 On the other hand, given the aggregate non-refined nature of most conventional well tests, combining WFT-
PTA permeability and fine-scale permeability indicators as presented in this paper is capable of producing 
zonal productivity measurements with higher accuracy and resolution than conventional well tests. 
Comments: 
Not much was learnt from this paper. The paper merely followed a methodology that was previous employed by 
other authors, however, the authors’ conclusions was an important package for my study.  
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SPE: 9342 (1980) 
The Role of Well Logs in Reservoir Modeling 
Author (s): L. L. Raymer and K. A. Burgess 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
This paper provides a useful review of the less commonly recognized applications of Wireline measurements to 
reservoir modeling, such as zonation, absolute and relative permeability, and pressure profiles, and offers valuable 
highlights on the pressure analyses, log interpretation, Petrophysical analysis and geological interpretations in 
reservoir evaluation and modeling. No specific new concept was developed by this paper. 
Objectives of the paper: 
The purpose of this paper was to review the role that well logs, and related Wireline services, can play in reservoir 
modeling. 
Methodology employed: 
This paper reviews the applications of Wireline measurements to reservoir modeling, such as zonation, absolute and 
relative permeability, and pressure profiles and gives useful incite into pressure analyses, log interpretation, 
Petrophysical analysis and geological interpretations in reservoir evaluation and modeling. 
Conclusion reached: 
 Well logs and their interpretation results, when properly employed, are an important source of data for the design, 
implementation, and control of reservoir simulation models. 
 Because of their excellent vertical detail and depth control, well logs can delineate "reservoir units" of continuous 
and similar petrophysical characteristics, thereby providing the basis for vertical zonation and for well-to-well 
correlations. 
Comments: 
This paper presented a useful summary of the importance of well logs in reservoir modelling, however, the advances 
in technology leaves this paper with a gap as new sets of logging tools have been developed such as NMR, WFT-
PTA etc and new analysis techniques which gives a more robust results but have not been discussed by the authors 
of this paper.   
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SPE: 52089-STU (1998) 
Generation of Porosity and Permeability Fields Conditioned to Geostatistical and Pressure Transient Data 
Author (s): A.G. Ceyhan*, SPE, Istanbul Technical University (ITU) 
Contribution to the understanding of permeability data integration: 
The authors showed in this paper how to directly match all types of production data into reservoir characterization at the required 
resolution simultaneously with other types of Petrophysical, geological, Geostatistical and geophysical data. 
Objectives of the paper: 
To generate the porosity and permeability fields conditioned to well-test pressure data as well as static and Geostatistical 
(Variograms and prior means of permeability and porosity distributions) by use of inverse problem methodology based on Bayes 
theorem.  
Methodology employed: 
This paper uses a methodology proposed by Oliver, D. S., Gupta-Datta, A. et al, and Reynolds, A. C. et al which is based on the inverse 
problem theory using Bayesian parameter estimation.  
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Where PM is the probability density function (pdf) for the prior model, PD the probability density function for observed data, and 
PM|D the a posteriori density function conditioned to data. In this applications, m is a vector of model parameters (grid-block 
permeabilities and porosities), dobs is the vector observed data (either grid-block values of porosity and permeability or pressure 
data). The standard application of inverse problem theory based on above equation assumes that the probability density functions 
for prior model and observed data are normal (or Gaussian). 
The authors also presented an application of this methodology to 1-D single-phase flow problem by considering synthetically 
generated multi-well pressure transient data as well as static and Geostatistical data. 
Conclusion reached: 
Well-test pressure data alone are not sufficient to resolve heterogeneous porosity and permeability fields. We also showed that the 
Bayesian estimation theory provides a powerful methodology to incorporate Geostatistical, static and pressure data simultaneously 
into reservoir descriptions and to assess the uncertainty in performance predictions. Considering a 1-D single-phase flow example 
application, we show that reservoir performance predictions integrating static and pressure data can dramatically reduce the 
uncertainty for reservoir management. 
Comments: 
The key advantages of this methodology are that:  
(i) one can incorporate the dynamic data into reservoir descriptions directly  
(ii) the methodology allows one to directly incorporate the uncertainty in data, to evaluate the uncertainty in estimates of 
rock property fields and to evaluate the worth of data; i.e., to determine how much given data reduce the uncertainty 
in reservoir descriptions and performance predictions. 
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Appendix 1C: Geological settings 
Brief Petroleum System 
The Lake Albert Basins consist of the Northern and Southern Lake Albert sub-basins. It is a well defined depression with two 
major depocentres (Troughs) separated by a NW-SE structural ridge forming an accommodation zone. The Basins form the 
central Domain of the Albertine Graben and generally trend in the NE-SW direction. The Troughs contain up to 5km of 
predominantly Cenozoic sedimentary fill. The Basin is structurally controlled by the NE-SW trending Toro-Bunyoro and 
Bunia border Faults to the East and west respectively. 
Source rock 
The thick sequences of high quality Cenozoic shales and mudstones thought to be of the Kasande Formation and 
intraformational mudstones are postulated to be the principle hydrocarbon source rocks in the Basins and are dominated by a 
mixture of type-1 and type-3 Kerogen derived from lacustrine and higher plants assemblages. The rapid subsidence, coupled 
with limited clastic sediment input created deep stratified lakes with deposition of organic rich source rock. Up to 6km of 
sediments interpreted in the depocentres given the high geothermal gradient (28 – 67)0C/km was sufficient for source rock 
maturation. Crude oil from those basins are typically light (30 – 33.80API) and paraffinic with high wax content. 
 
 
In some cases, the crude oil contains significant dissolved gas. Gas composition may be related to geological control on 
hydrocarbon composition. Geochemical evidence from the well samples support the Cenozoic shales and mudstones as 
effective source rocks capable of generating oil and minor gas. The source rocks have maximum TOC in the order of 5.3%. 
Reservoir and Seals 
The major reservoirs in the Albert Graben are; H30, H27 and H25. The reservoir characteristics in the basins consist of 
Cenozoic fluviolacustrine deposits. The fluviodeltaic sandstones of the Kisegi and Kakara Formations have excellent 
reservoir qualities with porosities in excess of 35%, with permeabilities in some areas exceeding 10 Darcy, and net 
hydrocarbon pay of about 40m in some cases.  
The thick and laterally extensive mudstones of the Kasande and Oluka Formations as well as interbedded siltstone units 
within the reservoir formations provide effective seals. 
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Traps  
The trapping mechanisms are dominantly structural. Flower structures, compressional anticlines, rotated fault blocks, host 
blocks and rollover anticlines like in the Turaco, Kingfisher, Mputa, Ngassa and Kasamene structures have been relied on as 
proven exploration targets. 
Opportunities for stratigraphic traps exist around the basement highs where crestal erosion associated with tectonic uplifts 
could have resulted in the development of significant stratigraphic onlaps.  
Reservoir depositional environment 
The most important reservoir intervals in this area are indicated in the figure below 
 
1) H30: reservoir shallow lacustrine delta: This is a continuous layered reservoir with lignite and root traces. It is the 
Reservoir with gas cap 
2) H27: Channel and splay: It Pinches out eastward  
3) H25: Amalgamated channels: This is also a continuous cross bedded sand sheet. 
4) H17: channel sands 
5) H15 and lower: Are channels passing to lacustrine and conglomerate towards the basin border 
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Appendix 2A: Petrophysical Properties 
The permeability in EA1 is extremely high and seems to differ from those of EA2-N which is just below EA1. Plugs from 
EA2-N show lower Permeability and porosity than EA2-S. EA3 has the lowest permeability and porosity as a result of its 
burial, depth and cementation. 
The total porosity in H27 and H25 are slightly higher than those of H30 and H15 and the same trend was also observed in the 
permeability values of the same Reservoirs. In H30, the Permeability and porosity from EA1 and EA1 are related and in the 
same area, H30, H27 and H15 could be considered similar whereas H25 show significantly high porosity and permeability 
compared to other layers. 
 
Appendix 2B: Appraisal and validation of Core Permeability datasets 
 
 
Figure 20: Data acquisistions per well 
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Appendix 2C: Summary of datasets available 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 3A: Phie-K general transform, by reservoir intervals 
 
 
COLOR CODE:  
EA1 EA2_N EA2_S EA3 Total 41 assumed representative
H30 3 0 0 0 3 26 not representative
H27 5 0 0 0 5 threshold placed empirically at 30 samples
H25 2 2 0 0 4
H15 0 0 1 0 1
H10 0 0 6 3 9
TOTAL 10 2 7 3 22 EA1 EA2_N EA2_S EA3 Total
H30 18 26 0 44
H27 5 11 0 16
H25 10 3 4 17
EA1 EA2_N EA2_S EA3 Total H15 8 0 8
H30 37 18 0 0 55 H10 9 0 9
H27 0 0 0 0 0 TOTAL 41 40 13 0 94
H25 0 0 5 0 5
H15 0 0 0 0 0
H10 0 0 5 0 5
TOTAL 37 18 10 0 65 EA1 EA2_N EA2_S EA3 Total
H30 0
H27 0
H25 5 5
EA1 EA2_N EA2_S EA3 Total H15 3 3
H30 34 18 0 0 52 H10 1 41 42
H27 40 2 0 0 42 TOTAL 0 0 9 41 50
H25 35 49 0 0 84
H15 25 13 0 0 38
H10 0 0 40 53 93
TOTAL 134 82 40 53 309
AFL43 (Lake Margin)
AFL5 (Lake Mouthbar)
AFL789 (Fluvial Channel)
AFL12 (Overbanks & Crevasse Splays)
DIA00 (Cemented Facies)
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Appendix 3B: Phie-K transforms, by Reservoir intervals 
 
 
Appendix 3C: EA1 Phie-K transforms, by Reservoir intervals 
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Appendix 3D: EA2N Phie-K transforms, by Reservoir intervals 
 
 
Appendix 3C: EA2S Phie-K transforms, by Reservoir intervals 
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Appendix 3E: EA3 Phie-K transforms, by Reservoir intervals 
 
 
Appendix 4A: Phie-K general transform, Facies 
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Appendix 4B: Phie-K general transform, Facies categorized 
 
Appendix 4C: Phie-K general transform, Facies 
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Appendix 4D: Phie-K transform, Facies, EA1 
 
Appendix 4E: Phie-K transform, Facies, EA2N 
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Appendix 4F: Phie-K transform, Facies, EA2S 
 
Appendix 4G: Phie-K transform, Facies, EA1+EA2N 
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Appendix 4H: Phie-K transform, Facies, EA2N+EA2S 
 
Appendix 4I: Phie-K transform, Facies, EA3 
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Appendix 4J: Phie-K transform, Facies, EA2S+EA3 
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Appendix 5A: Phie-K transform, for all Facies groups 
 
 
 
 Appendix 5B: Assessment of the quality of the Transforms developed 
 
PhiT AFL43 AFL5 AFL789 AFL12 DIA00
0.07 0.1 1.4
0.1 0.2 2.9
0.11 3 0.2 3.6
0.15 6 8 0.9 10
0.2 17 3 37 5.5 32
0.21 21 4 50 7.7 41
0.3 137 298 767 180 361
0.32 209 771 1408 363 585
0.37 592 8308 6426 2089
0.38 13366 8705 2963
0.43 144062 39723
0.46 599888 98764
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Appendix 6A: Log K.H Vs Test K.H for EA2N 
 
 
Appendix 6B: Log K.H Vs Test K.H for EA2S 
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Appendix 7A: Upscaled properties variation with facies 
 
Figure 21: Reservoir properties variation with facies 
 
 
Appendix 8A: Upscaled permeability, Fine grid with coarse grid 
 
Figure 22: Fine grid and coarse grid permeability distribution, Synthetic conceptual model 
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Appendix 8B: Upscaled Porosity, Fine grid with coarse grid 
 
 
 
Appendix 9A: Upscaled PhiE-K cross-plots facies-by-facies  
 
 
 
77.0,43.0 2*3.49  ReK PHiE  89.0,395.69
2*61.17  ReK PHiE
 93.0,001.0
2*63.24  ReK PHiE
 83.0,008.0
2*82.60  ReK PHiE
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Appendix 9B: Upscaled Statistical distribution of permeability facies-by-facies  
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Appendix 9C: Upscaled Statistical distribution of porosity facies-by-facies  
 
 
 
 
  
Shallow Lake 
Crevass 
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Appendix 10A: Dynamic simulation  
A cut off value of 12% was set for the porosity data. The results of this workflow is represented both in 3D model and 
statistically and include Up-scaled perm, Phie, net Phie and NTG which were used to populate a dynamic model.  
 
 
 Appendix 10B: Dynamic simulation and model validation 
 
 
 
K=1300mD 
